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t
INTRODUCTION

AMERICA'S WILD HORSES-.-,.. and burr9s... provide a Unique focal point for
timely classroO'm participation in environmental studies. "I:

. ,

Thousands of these animals are roaming free on America'g western rangerands,
and multiplying at startling ratesdue to thprotection afforded by the Wild Free-
Roarning Horse and Burro Act .of 197i. ti law/wild horses and burros are
recognized as an integral part ofour National'heritage and the natural environ-
ment in which they live.

"FITTING 'EM IN ..-." is the challenge that now faces governMent leaders, land
Managers, ranchers, and.citizens everywhere as they consider the.methods for
.managing and protecting the growii g herds, found mostly on public lands.

.
.

As'part of its environmental awareness prOgram, the BureaU of Lind Management
bas designed This ,..educational 'package to supplement traditional classroom
education is a relevant. learning guide to help studentS become more aware-of
their:surroundings; identify and investigatt problems; and seek effective solutions.

"FITTING "EM IN ...." becomes a challenge for students, too, gas they. leain:

Where wild horses and burros fit in the story of Western .history;
.How they fit, in relation to the other components of their ecosystem;

Why there is a need.for management and protection, for fitting them in.
,better; and .

What management alternatives to consider., through the land use decision-
making process:, -

1n short, the theme 'EM IN ..." presents an opportunity for building
student awareness, with consideration Of relationships; to understand the man-
agement process to obtain the balance necessary for th.e survival of wild horses
and burros in their natural environment.

- ..<

.
These areas of emphasis are described in lesson planswhich may beadaptedlor
social studies classes in upper elementary or junior high grade levels. It maybe
used in all parts of the United States, "regardless of geographic proximity to Wild
horses thd burros. , *

4
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DEAR TEAL,

In five lessons, you and your students will-investigate an ecosystem; infer how
animals fit, into their habitats;.and explore the relatioriships,that exist there. More

you will examine the needs of wild, hoises Snd*.buirdsc7."fittins 'em
_ itm ..." with. other cornponentS of their own environment. ;

The (earning- package includes: .

.
-leacher' Guide (With' pages seable for dUplication as visual aids or.
student handouts) ..

Activity Poster
--..

Booklet,-"Thank You for klelping Us
Film, ".Dapples, Grays, Pintos and' Bays"

Other references are proyided for background inforrnatioA; and Bureau of Land.
Management .persorinel are a source of .assistance, particblarly in areas- where
public lands and resources can be used for field study purposes.

to thefollowing pages,- you will find lesson -plans designed to stimulate your
students' environmental awareness and sensitivity'. With; the use of visual and
thYough discussion, they will 'be able to identify problems, reach their own
conclusions, and incorporate new concept's into their value systems.

.
,

_
Learning Objectives. Upon `successful completion of these five lesson plans,your' ,

. students should be able to.:

1.it and. discuss components' of an ecosystem; '
, : : ..

. Describe some relationships existing in an ecosystem;
..:- Identify.and relate needs of animals toratheir habitat; - -

. Describe specific needs of wild - horses within their own ecosySier;n; .

Verbally digplay interest and understanding of the "need f?! land;. use
'decision:making to manage natural resources. - .

:.In order to.present the best possible experience for your students, we encourage
yoU to fully examine all thernaterials and instructions;provided;'.arici to: duplicate
Or adapt therrricording to your needs.

iii
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%Poiter. A. -A few days before the unit, general awareness is created through

the display of the activity poster (side 1) On a bulletin board.
her materials from your own resources maybe added to en-.

courage .further- interest i.e. western scenery pictures, native
Amefic4n, artiiacts, horse information, articles; etc..

.Movie Begin the wilt with the 16-.minute movie, "Diapples, Grays, Pintos
and Bays".

,
C_ . Distribute 'student materials and "Thank You for Helping Us".

Stimulate interest by inviting qUestions and comments from the
class.

-History D. Following the Movie, discuss the history of wild horses.
Suggested ACtivity: "A Fantasy Trip"
Instruct -students to cloSe their eyes. Using a story-telling style,
take your students on an imaginary trip, tracing the history of the
Wild horse. -Upon completion of the_ trip, have students open
their eyes and discuss the parts of the story.having the greatest
impact on them. You may want tolet.students help tell the story,
for a class effort; or even develop a ,mural to illustrate it.

E. Involve your student's with the woos listed on the vocabulary
pages in this guide.

Suggested ActiVity: "A Word Game 1

Write vocabulary words relaiirig to wild horses on separate 3x5.
cards. Distribute one to each student. Begin by talking about the
word on your own card. As soon ai.someone hears the word on
his/her card, he/she be-gins talking. This process is repeated-
around thg classroom. You may predetermine a time limit for the ,

game. This type of activity introduces new words, serves as alool
for evaluating compreherision, and stimulates discussion.

Vocabulary.

Other suggestions incluiie crossword puzzles; a: "definition bee"; or
"password" (after students have studied word definitions and paired
off). .

So far, you have helped your students become generally more aware
of wild h_ orses and burros and their origin, "fitting 'ern in" to Western
history. You. hav_e_also: exposed them to terminology concerning the
natural environment.

8
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Abuse

Some Basic Facts About
Wild Horses & Burros
During the Iasi Ice Age over 10,000 years ago, horses became extinct
or the North American continent. They did not reappear until horses
and .burros were brought to America's western plains ID): Spanish
explorers in, the 16th Century. Through .the years, many escaped or
were .abandoned to form the first wild horse and burro herds.

Indians obtained horses. from Spanish camps for hernting, fighting on
'horseback, and for transportation. As settlers headed West, they lost
some horses which 'joined the ,wildherds. Sometimes the cavalry
released horses after Army posts, were closed. Still laser, ranchers
eeleased horses when :they.could not afford- to keep them.

fihe surefooteci burros were used by early proSpectors and sheep-
herders-as pack animals because they could travel long distances and
survive on--desert vegetation. They too were later abandoned in favor
of new farms of transportation. Others-e-Scaped io the open range.

Though today's horse and burro herds are called wild or "feral", they
all come from animals that were once tame but later returned to a wild
state: - ,

As the-herds continued to multiply, the number of people in'thelDlest
increased, too. The horsses often were a nuisance to ranchers raising
cattle. and-sheep. Many of the animals were killed; and commercial
horse hunters_began rounding them up with trucks and airplanei as
their value increased as ,a source of pet food. Sometimes herds were
driven .to'exhaustion and destruction, then sold to canneries.

'Concern At first, man's abuse of Wild horses concerned only a few people, but
the concern grew until group protests attracted national attention.
Led by "Wild Horse Annie" (the late Mrs. Velma Johnston of. Reno,
'Nevada), a major campaign began in 1950 calling for protection:of
wild horses and burros. The campaign also involved school children
from throughout the United States, who expressed their concern. to
Members .of Congress:

Laws The "Wild Horse Annie Act" ( oblic Law 86-234) was passed on
September 8;1959, and prohibited the use of aircraftor motor vehicles
to capture .any wild, unbranded horse on public_ lands.

Twelve years later, the Wild Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act
(Publit. Law. 92-195) was passed on December- 1-5, 1971.. The major
points of this laW are ciutlired in Lesson IV, SirnulatiOn Game.

More recently, on October 21,1976, Congress passed the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act (Public Law 94-579). One section of the
Act authorized the use of helicopters for capturing wild horses and
burros on public lands. 9.



BUM Et Public Lands The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is an agency of the* U.S.
Department of the Interidr which iiresponsiblefor millions of acres of
public lands in the western United States.'

. .
In adltion to providing homes for wild horses and kturros, these lands
are sed for grazing cattle and sheep; growing timber; wildlife
habitat;.mining; and outdoor recreation. Sometimes valuable miner-
als, like coal, oil and gas, are found under the public lands.

This western land is generally dry, with varyincelevations. Extensive
areas are covered with sag4brush and grasses, interrupted by steep
rock walls and narrow canyons in the more rugged places.

.
Alon$ with the Forest Service '(U.S. Department of Agriculture), the

*neat Bureau of Land Minagement is responsible for administering the laws
affecting wild horses gncl burros. These agencies'are responsible for
the protection, management, and control of wild horses and burros

Wild Horse

on public lands.

In order to protect basic resOurceswater, soil and vegetationand
rises of the public. lands, Public Law 92-195 provided three

alternative ways to- control excess wild horses or burros where
necessary: (1) they may be relocated to other-areas inhabited by wild
horses and burros on he date the Act was passed; (2) they may be
placed in custody of individuals, organizations, orother government
agencies; or (3).when the above methods are impractical, they may be
destroyed in the most humane manner possible. All gatherings of
excess animals are publicized through the news media and public
meetings before roundups occur.

Future Wild horses and burros have multiplied from an estimated 25,000
animals in 1971, when the Wild Free-Roaming Hoise and Burro Act
was passed, to over 63,000 animals in 1977.

As the number; continue to grow, the tasks of managing and
relocating wild horses-and burros become more and more difficult.

4
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_ Agriculture

Animal

Big Game

Carnivore

Characteristic

Climate

Community

Competition

Component

Cover

Decomposer

Deterioration

Domestic

Ecology

EcolysteM .

Vocabulary
The science or art of farming; cultivating the-_soil, producing ,crops,
and raising livestock.

.

Any living thing that is not a plant; capable of moving about, but not
of making its own food (as plants do).

Large, wild animals hunted' for sport.

A flesh-eating animal

If trait or featwe that separates one person or thing from another.
The prevailing or average weather conditions of a.Place; determined 4

. by conditions of heat and cold; moisture and dryness; clearness and
'cloudiness; wind and calm, over a period 'of years.

A group of plants or animals living together in the same environment.

The demand by different living things for the same food, water, places.
to live, and other necessities.

A part.of a whole; ingredient; element.

Shelter for protection; hiding place for game animals, e.g. wobds,
underbrush.

An agent, such as bacteria, which causes decay or rot..

Result of becoming worse', lower in value or quality.

Tame animals; kept by man.

The study. of the interrelationships between living things and their.
sun." undings...

system of ecological relationships,including food supply, weather
and natural enemy factors, upon which the life of any:particular living
thing is. based:

ular living things subjectto danger, injury, or extinction without
careful "management. . .

Endangered Spe,,ies

Environment

Erosion

Excess

-Feral

Food Chain

Food Web

Grazing

Habitat

Harassment

All the s urroundjng conditions, circumstances 'and influences that
affect the development of a living thing.

A gradual wearing away of the earth's surfaCe by temprature changes,
running water, waves, or wind. :. - .

Too many; surplus. ??;''''-

Untamed; wild.

A group of living things, so interrelated that e ch member ds upon
the, one below it, andis in turn eaten/..13, the organism_above it:
A group of interrelated food chains.in/ a particular community.
Animals feeding on growing grasses or asture.

The place where, a plant or animal naturally lives and grows.

The act of tormenting; diStimising by/repeated attacks.



Herb

Herbivore

Heritake

Human

Integral.

Interdependence

Interrelationship

Investigation

Livestock

Management

Mineial

Multiple Use

Natural Resources

Observation

Organism

Political

Population

Precipitation

PKedator

Prey

Public Lands

Rangeland

Recreation

-Sagebrush

Social

Soil

Species

Sportsman

SurVival

Temperature

Topography

Topsoil

VegetatiOn
.

-4.Watershed

Wildlife

Pererinial plant whose leaves or stems are used for .food...

Animal that feeds on grass and Other plants'.

Something handed down froM one's ancestors or from t17re past.
14 -

Kind, merciful; not cruel or brutal,

Necessary for :completeness;' essential. )

Depeodenc&on one: another; mutual need or existence or support.

Connection; or mutual relationship.
- .

Careful search or examination; systematic inquiry. Or. research:

Animals kept forlhome ,OotnestiC) use or raised for -sale or prOfit.:

Tire art or manner of handling, controlling, or directing.

Any natural substane that is neither vegetable nor animal.,

Use for more than one purpose; e.g. public lands-used four
recreation and wildlife habitat. -

Materials supplied by nature, e.g. .minerals, water, land,

Noting and recording of facts and_ events for study:.

Any living Thing; animal or plant. )

Having to do with citizens.or government..

timber,

forests.

The ntrmber of. people or other organisms living in a given area.

Moisture in4he forrn of rain,. hail, spow,, sleet.

,,An animal that preys upon' another or others for food.

An animal that is used 'as food by another.

Lands owned and managed by the Government.

Land for grazing; common 'in the western United State's.

Plaarnusement; diversion; relaxation.

,Grayish green shrubs common to the dryplains and mountains in the
western United States.

Living or associating. in groups or communities.

The ground; earth; thought of as a place for growfhor develoPment.

A single, distinct kind of plant or animal:-
1/4

A person who takes part in sports, e.g. hunting, riding, -racing.

The act of surviving,,continuance of life; living or-slastinglOnger
. others.

.The degree of heat or cold.

. urface. feathres -of a -plac.e or area.

Upper. part of the soil; surface soil.

-Plant life; growing plants.

A region-drained by a river system, an area Where water collects.

trWild aimal in their natural state.

12



v..2 MANAGEMENT
. .

Discussion Froin information given- in the movie, booklet, and student
materials in Lesson I, lead a review discussion relating the history

a.

Resester.it and Report

4.

and management of wild. horses.

Suggested Questions: Let students write them, down and think
about them, then discuss. _ -

1. Let's. list some things about the history of wild horses.

2. Can you identify-some problems that exist concerning wild.
horse populations? .

3. Can you think of problems wild horses might .cause people
and, other animals in the areas where they live?

4.. Describe some ways that wild horses}ave been -treated
compared to other animal populatiOns.

Summirize some possible solutions to wild horse PrOblems.

Dire& students to choose a subject for individOal" or group
reporis on types of animal management. The follolking are
suggeStionS:

Big game animals
Endangered. .species .

National .Park. animals
Zoo animals
Domistic pets
Commercial liNestock
HuMan animals
Predators (Coyotes, etc.)
Pests (Rats, etc.)
Wild horses and burros
City wildlife

Suggested Activity:: Provide T urce materials and a working
period, including. adequate time for library, research.

So far, you have helped your:student; to know more aboutalternative
methods and reasons for animal management; and to relate those
.methods to the needs of wild horses:

1



ELATIONSWIPS\-,
4, 'k

Reports _ Lesson is introdutha,,with 'random reports from students in
:-,...response: to various types

,
of animal management assigned in

-lesson Ay

Discussion B. Stimulate discussion and make comParisorg about management
of any population, considering:

habitat
food and water
'behavibr
social needs
sheltef
natural enemies
survival characteristics

*."

Poster Exercises C. Reverse the poster to side 2. Describe and discuss with the class
\

. the'elements 'identified on the poster.

Suggested Activity:. "The String Thing"
Have, individuar.class members use straight pins and string to
"tie" poster elements to each other; then have them explain thes. ,
interrelationships that existbetween them. This exercise empha\-,
sizes interdePeridence in the natural, as well as man-made
environment. -

.
Suggested. Activity: "The Living Web"-
Use pinfon signs to assign students roles; each representing, an
ekment shown Qn the,.poster. Using balls of strirg, \ they tie

. themselves to the other ,ifeleinents" (students) with whi`ah inter-
relationships exist. Then, have the students 'explain how they are
related to those they are tied to,,by. playing roles. This exercise
dramatically displays:thecorriplexitieS of interrelationships in the
environment of wild hcirse

.

,
D. Wrap-up with "horse sense" quii questions on poster.

e,

.

SoYar, you have helped your students understand animal manage-
ment and the complexities involved. ,

And you have_made_ them aware of the specific needs of wild hordes;
"fitting 'em in" with human needs iff their ea4stern.

,

f.

14
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Legion 4 INVESTIGATION AND

Step A:

Step L

PROBLEMSOLVING.
-r

This lesson offers two alternatives:

A. For use in areas that might have wild horse habitat:or in any other
natural area"outdoor investigations" are suggested. The lesson is
divided into six steps and several activities from which to select,
expand, or adapt to fit individual situations or time avai ble.

B. The second alternative lesson plan suggested is a "sim tion
game", using a public meeting format, that in.volyes land use decision-
making and wild horses.

Suggested 'Activity: "Exploring Ecosystems" . 10

It. is desiI le to set the stage by. briefly reviewing the lesson activities
to be us . For example: "During this lesson, wg will observe, collect
and interpret data that. ill help us later identify the needs and effects
of wild horses within their ecosystem."

Observifig an Etosystem

kderits are directed to spend five to ten minutes exploring and
observing the environment in an outdoor area.

After they have returned as a group, involve them iridiseussion with
the following qdettions:

-I.- What clic' you observe?.

2. What can we identify as specific parts s-of this ecosystem?

3. What characteristics exist that make it different or unique'?

4. How can we describe our general impression of this eco-
system?

So far; you have helped your students improve their observatiori skills
in the natural environment, and identify specific components of an
ecosystem.

. :
Investigating Parts 'of an Ecosystem

11*

Class is dividedinto four groups. Each group investigates one of the
following four elements, in this ecosystem:

a. Mini-climates

J

b. Soils
c. Watershed
-cl. -Vegetation:

Each group receives a lesson plan and equipment for the element
eccigned. Have each group spend 30 minutes investigating its assigned

15 . 11
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A(

element. Upon completion of investigations, they return to the large
group. Teacher should float amorlg the four groupi to assist in
investigations.

,

in order to emphasize. the "community concept", involve your
*students with the following questions and discussion:

..

1. What did you find? Groups give their.reports.
he2. Are any of t components. related to other?

3. What would Happen if one element were "removed? How
would system change?

, 4.. How can we summarize our discussion of these elements in'
an ecosystem?,

..

So far you have. helped yourstudents investigate some components
-of an ecosystem and identify possible interrelationships.

Step .. Observing MeAnimals in the i.
Have students use five to ten minutes to obserV animal evidence in
the study area i.e. feathers, bones, homes, food, nests, droppings,etc.

Step Investigating Animals in the Area .

Direct students to: choose one animal evidence observed and spend 30
minutes on the activities described on the worksheet provided,

Follow with questions and discussion:

1. What evidence did yOu find? -

2. °What was the most common evidence found?

3.- Can you tie the evidence found to the elements investigated
earlier?

4. What can, we say about animals as part of this ecosystem?

So far, 9ou have helpecryour students explore relationships bettnieen
animals and the area in which they are living.

Step . E: Exploring Relationships

Have students use fifteen minutes to list the animals-they have seen, or
their evidence, and.do the exercise shown on the worksheet. Follow
with questions and discussiori:

1. What is the role of each, part in the diagram?
2.- What would happen if one group was removed?

3. How do the groups relate for feeding purpOses?
4. What wo(rdscan yOu thinloof to describe the diagiam?

So far, you have h9fped youk students identify parts and functions of
an. "energy cycle"-in the natural environment.

16
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F::. Wild llorses as Patt of the Natural t-coSystem

9tiserviriglihedpresent .c.OditiList and ti-ie data sr_o(ected'about.the
naturdl elernents.and: antma,lt hi. this area, what are sot guidelines .

slhat c.QUId be:sing sted tolnsare\a proper balance for those animal
'populations?

... to insure a proper balance, for wild horse p,opulations?

CONSIDER Wild horse relatiOnship5 with different components of
the environment, e.g; soil, water, air,-plants, other animals, and man.

Have students respond to the following questions:
1. What yciurguidelines?
2. What are -factors and influences that contributeloewild horse

management?
. -

3.How might your guidelines -aff4ct-competition among other
1111, animals?

. 4. Let's sum- up issues influencingour guidelines.

*Adapted From: "Wild Horse Habitat Investigation", BLM Colorado
State Office, Denver, Cciloradd

Summary: Discussion Questions

1. What dd we find out aboiit animals in our fi id session today ?'.

2:---What did we find out about wild horses i oufi session?-

3. How can. we relate wild horse management to the envirOn-.
ment?

4. How can we summarize our discussion an investigation
today?.

Now, you have helped your students understand the desirability of
- balance in the natural environment.

17
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1servinfw-mr Ecosystem\ Ou
Spen five to ten minutes.exploring and obseciiing some things in this
enviro ment. List below:

1.

`..

2.

6

Return to large group.

18.



'Activity 2

Follow the directions . provided. You should. have thermometers,
paper towels, a flask of water, clothes pins, flagging, bottle of soap
bubbles, a compass

Take -temperature .readings at the following sug
I

Leave thermometer in place at least 2 minutes
Record your findings.

-

1. 5 feet 'above the ground in an open...grassy area.
2. On. the ground in an open-grassy area.
3.. Resting on a -rock. in the open,
4. On the ground in the shade.
5. Where water might have, accumulated or sunk in the ground.
6. Three inches below ground.

este locations:.
h location.

Where was-the temperature highest?

Under .what conditions are the greatest variety of plants found?

What part do yOu think light and temperature play in plant
growth and distribution?

Seleci three different pes ,areas. Wet a pap- el thoroughly;
Hang it with a clothes in in each of the three areas. Measure the time
it like. s for the tow to dry.

1. Where did the paper
.

e, fastest?

2. Why?

Compare the different rates of drying or -eVa oration-.

4. How.does;temperature affect evaporation?'

15
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Se letta site where' a breeze seems to be loWing. Bloiev:soap bubbles,),
then using the compass, observe the rection. and behavior of the..
bubbles for several. minutes.,

1. What do. you observe t t affect the climate here?

Plant Life?'

Temperature?

2. How does slope of the land affect the plant life here?

f
What kind of plants see to be the,strongest here?,_

4. Do you think it has anything to do with the climate?' Why?_

5. How does climate relate to the other elementS we talked about?,
(Soils, watershed, plants, animals.)

16

What can you say about the role of climate in plant distribution
and vigor?

Compile your collected dila and inferences.for a report to the group.



Follow.thedifections provided. You hould have a soil thermoineter,
soil test kit, shovel, and a ruler.

Activity 1 . Stake out an area one to three fee square op the ground and sift
through thq.top 3 of soi l, ording the evidence of plants and
animals you observ- in the ch below. The following terms describe
organic -matter in top sot itter, duff, humus.

Teirns & Definitions:

'Litter kdentifiable dead plant or animal on the surface

Duff- partially decomposed garlic mattercompacted
Humusalmost completely decomOosed nonidentifiable organic
matter.

o.

r.

Describe the Feel

List the' identifiable .

parts of plants and
animals found

Discuss your findings.

1. What did. you find most of? Least?

2. Which was more 'loose'?
Why?

Which was more moist?.
Why? -

What do you think is the importance of litter, duff,land hurnus,
to soil and plants?

5. What can we say about soils in this. areal'

17



PACIIV"..
0.

Arisen .XherMometers grouri at folio ing- locations. Leave
thermometers ini5lice at least two rpinuteiat each bration. Record.

;At -.base off rock

.

base of shrub

In shade

In open graigy: area

Near water or where water has accumulated

Discuss your findings

1. Where was-coolest temperature? Warmest?

Why?

2. What affect do you:think color of soil has on temperature?_

What affect do_you think temperature has on soil. mOisture?....

Find a roadside slope, a stream bank, or dig a soil,pit, then.observe t e
different layers or horizons of soil in a-barik of earth. Many soils II e
three layers: a. topsoils; b. subsoil;. and c. parent materials. Meas re
and record the depth of each. major layer you find. bescribe the oil
Structure (how it is put together), texture, color and depth of r ot
penetratiohl

a.

b.
c.

Compile your collected data for a. report to the large group.



, .

,Follow thediregionsprovicled. You should have.two 106,foot lengths
of string, 4 wooden stakes., pencils, and 2 yardsticks.

'Activity Split.into two groups. Both will inventory an area using -t) transect (a
cross-section record) method. Choose two dille'rent areas. Stretch
string Along ground attaching at both ends to wooden stakes.'

Record on the following table (next page) what you find at every foot
along the transect. ,

These definitions may help you:

LitterIdentifiable plant or animal; ebris on ground surface.
GrassesPlants that are annual or perennial, whether repro-

duced from seeds or resenerated year to year from same root
base. -

ForbsFlowering plants, wild flovim d-we s.

ShrubsPersistent woody plants,''smaller t an trees, with many
separate stems.

Summarize your data below:

Item

Rock

Bare soil

Litter

Grasses

Forbs ,

Shrubs.-

Total ,-10&Percentage of Total

4 {fir

Totals

I

1. Which item had the greatest percentage -coverage?'

Th, least?-
2... Did certain plants tend to be associated with certain areas?.....

. What reasons. can you give for this?

What types of plants seem to be most abundant?

19



-
s-

-.What other observations 'did you make about the vegetative
cover. here?

.
. ..

6. What do the above percentage tell us about the area?

, 7. What do the.y tell us about the erosion in thiS area?-

Look at the'plants in your area Record your observations about them.

Plants

- 3'

4.

. Do you observe any changes taking place?

What might be causing plant changes?

3. What changes do yciu predict will take place in the future ?_

. How does man affect chainge in plants?

5. How do plants,relate to the other elements we talked about?
(Climate, soil, animals, watershed)

Compile your collected data and inferences fora report to the group.

/1. .



Sample
Every Foot Rock Bare Soil Litter . Grasses Forb Shrub-

1

2

3
4

&
-7_

- 8
9

10

o

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
30
31

32
33
34.
35
36
37
38
39
ao
41.

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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Sample
Every Foot.

SI:
5.2

54.
54
55

Bar,e Soil Litter Graises. Forb

. 56

58
59
60

1

,61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68

,69
70

" I v

.e

-VP

71

72 .

73
74 .
75
76
77
78
79
ao
81

83
84

85
86

87
-88
89'
90

.91
92
93
94
95
96
97
.98

99
100

Totals



C.

Follow the directions provided. You should have a topographic map
of the area,=4. tin cans, 2 gaflons of water, a sprinkling can, 3 milk
cartons filled with rocks,' paper, magic marker.

Activity i °Find your location.on the topdgraphic map. Where d'oes water come
from for this area? Trace the boundaries of the watershed (an area; '
-where water collects) on the mi.!). Mark where you are, on the map
and look kir higher elexation lines and trace back from where.yod
are.

1. What do you notice -about the slope of the land?

2. What is the difference in facing slopes?

What accounts for this?

3. 'What can you'say about how slopes affect 'watershed? t,

. J
:Activity 2 Soils vary in their ability to absorb water. During heavy rainstorms,

soilsthat cannof absorb the rainwater quickly cause the4yvater to' run
off. As it runs- off,- it: picks up particles. of soil kod'-*Rositstl*m:;
elsewhere. The soil that remains is less fertile because iiiiI0e riqlee
top soil that has ' away. . ' ' ,-- j ,.'" .- ..-.

.,_

Place a mark on eac 3 tin cans, lh inch frtn'the rim. Pretss-..one of
the cans _1/2 inch deento' each, of the following ioils,:,4_ ..'

, 1. Area where glasses are-abundant.'
1 Bare'soil. '

- 3. Soil where sagebrush and shrubs are growing.
. -

Use the 4th
.-
can SO pour a full can of water, into -each of the others.-

.

Tifyie and record the rate of absorption as soon:'as you start to poUr,
.and the appearance of the soil. !.:

1. Which area abs9rbed water the fastest?

Slowest?

O 't

2. What factors seemed to contribute to the rapid absorption Cif
water by the soil?

. How does plant cover affect watershed?



.
How do plants use water?

5. - Which Plants do you think u the most water? (Grasses, trees,
forbs-, shrubs?)

Activity 3 Before soil erosion can-take place, soil particles must be loosened.
Falling raindrops have considerable force. As hey strike the ground
surface, they break.up the soil and splash s II particles in the air.
These particles can be easily carried away by runoff water. The
amount of erosion can be measured.

Place yobr milk carton upright tin: (1) grassy area, (2) bare soil, (3)
shrub area., .

Use a sprinkling can. Simulaterain by pouring water.from about 3 feet
above the carton.

After you "rain"; compare tile-soil splash marks on the milk carton.

24

1. Which milk carton (splash pillar) had the most soil on it?

2. What factors influence the arnocunt..Of. splash?

3. What1other ways besides rain can watershed' be* affected?

What can be 'done to protect watershed?

5. How does watershed relate to the other elements we talked
about? (Climate, soils, plants, animals)

Compile your data and inferences for a report to the group.

*J.
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Step

T.

Observing Animals
Take five to ten minutes to observe and list animal? eviderice in the
area.

a

4.

6.

Return to large group.
a

I

- 29
1.
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26

s : Investigating Anhttals
Working in pairs, choose one of the animals' evidence found. Re:-
check for more signs of the animal and see if you can identify the
following habitat components the animal may-have used.

1. FOQDanimal or vegetable?
Grass, shrubs or forbs?

Is it available for use?

How gdod is its condition?

Could other animals use it?

there any evidence or possibility of food competition between
your animal and andTher?

2. COVERWould the animal require tail or short cover?

Is cover in the form of vegetation, rocks or topography?_

Is there enough cover?

Would .the cover protect the animal from man?

How "open" is the area to wind, snow, etc.?

3. WATER Any visible water?

Would water be in the form of streams, ponds, succulent
vegetation, or what?

What might the water supply, look like in late summer?

LIVING SPACEliow many. animals _.of the species you are
considering do you think are present?

How many different species of animals do you think are here?

Would just physical room-to live be limiting for your speciesor
between .species?

.30



Imagine yourself as the animal, plus other animals, in a closed
room. What would you feel like? ,

.9

Re-evaluate the animal you have discovered and the habitat in which
it lives. How could you change it to make it better? Who do you think
should effect the changes? What have you heard or what do you
know about habitat improvement? What effects do animals have on
plants?

Return to lar e group.
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Exploring Relationships
In fifteen minutes, list the plan nd animals you have seenor their
evidenceby the appropriate .b xes in this diagram. Draw arrows to
show relationships. -

jC

28

Adapted From: "Investigating Your Environment" Series, I U.S.
Forest Service, Portland, Oregon
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Simulation Game "Wild Horses on
Public Lands"

ulation .games are models of real life problems and issues. lithe
ocess, both the instructor and the udents are exposed to the liasic_r
cts of an issue and allowed to assume he roles'and attitudes-of various

interest groups.or. indiViduals. They gai the experience of examining a
problem; weighing facts, alternative lutions, consequences and
effects; and arriving at a decision.

irnulation games are designed to be fun, to How free interchange of
ideas, opinions and emotions regarding an ssue, and to illustrate
cause andeffect relationships. Experience in de -loping positions and
recommendations is provided, along with the irn ance of listening
to other viewpoints.

In,this case, the issue relates to America's "Id horses. It is a theo al
situation, but deals with a real problem fa ing the American people
and the Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department of the
Interior.

Even though the exercise deals with a real problem, it does not
require that the instructor-or students have an extensive knowledge of
natural resources, -environmental sciences, or. ecology. Basic tools
come from science, social studies, and current event subjects. Other
basic information has been developed in the class reports and
activities of the previous lessOns.

Procedures 1. Divide the class into six groups, assigning Group,#1 to choose a
spokesman to serve as the BLM manager.

2. Pass out the PL 92-195 Summary and Group Data Sheets, assigning
one role to each group.

3 Have the manager read the Issue Statement to the class, to open
the public meeting.

4. Allow each interest group 20 minutes to develop a position and
recommendation on what the BLM Manager shoUld do. Empha-
size that each group must represent the values, views and attitudes
of its assigned organizations

Allow each group five minutes to present their recommendations
to the district Manager, with no intvrruptions.for questions at this
time. _

The BLM manager and staff are instructed to recess the public
meeting, retiring to discuss input and arrive at a decision.

7. Have the manager announce his decision.

6.



. Follow up with discussion about the game, using the .following
questions:- '

.

a. What are_soine things we.discovereCI in this game?

b. Wtiat did we find but specifically about the wild horses?
c. Do people feel differently about wild horses than about other

wild animal populations? '
d. Were any of the groups able to form a. coalit-kin?
e. Were you able to develop a "feeling" for the values and

attitudes of the organization you were representing? Did it
.help you to understand others' attitudes and beliefs on strong:
issues?_.

f. In summary, what can we say about wild horse management?

re

%'

.
.v ".

3
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The Issue Public Meeting
As the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) manager for this area, I.
have called this public meeting for interested citiiens and representa-
tives of organizations to learn ypur opinions and views on a-resource
problem.

.
As an integral part of many resourceS----incl udi ng forests, range/water,
minerals; recreation and wildlife'my ;taff. and I are responiible for a
small herd of "wild horses which lives on the public lands in the
northern half of the district.

./
The herd, under. Federal protection since 1971, has increased from a
population of 75 to a present population of 125 animals.

The same rarigeland area also has other animals, both domestic and
wild, using it. A- recent survey by BLM range nd wildlife specialists
shows that the area presently supports: ;

165 mule deer
25 antelope:
200 cattle
1,000 sheep
2,000 upland game. birds

The condition of the land and its vegetation is presently in a decline,
due to an overpopulation of animals. If this is allowed to continue at
its present rate, none" he animals using the area will have enough
food.

The State Fish and Game Department has agreed to increase the yearly
number of hunting licenses'in the area.

I have determined that I have, several alternativet open to

1. to hold a roundup of wild horses and reduce theerd to a
level of 75 animals; or

2. to reduce the number of cattle and sheep grazing on the
public land under a lease agreement with the ABC Cattle
Company, or

3.- a combination of the .above; or

4. close the area to other uses, establishing an official wild horse
range.

.
This public meet*. has been called for all those having.an interest
and concern abotit the problern.

t
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PL 92-195 ild ,Free-Roaming
Horse and Burro Act
December 15, 1
Major Foints of the LaW:

1. Protect wild free-roaming horses and burros from- capture, brand-
ing,-barassmentor death.

2. Wild horses and burros are to be considered an integral part of the
natural system of -the public lands.

The. SeEretary (of Interior or Agriculture) may designate and
establish specific ranges kir wild horses or burros on public lands.-

4. ManageMent activities shall be at a minimal levelto protect the
natural. ecological balance of all wildlife species which -inhabit
such lands, particularly endangered species.

5. The Secretary may have excess -animals removed for private
maintenance under humane conditions and care. He may order_
old, sick or lame animals destroyed,-when such action is necessary
to preserve and maintain their range in dyable condition for
continued use.

6. No wild horses or burros,or.any part of their car asses, can be sold
directly or indirectly.

7. Wild horses or burros cannot be relocated to public lands where
they were not found at the time-the Act was passed.

Note: PL 86-234, known as the "Wild HorsiAnnie Art"; and PL-94-579,.
the Federal Land 'Policy and Management Act, also affed the
agement of wild *es (see Wild Horse Fact Sheet in Less I)

32
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Data
Group
Sheet BIM Manager and Staff

4

First, your gawp must choose a spokesman to serve as the 'BLM
manager.

The manager reads'thelssuetatement to the other group representa-,
tives assembled .to open the public meeting.

Listen carefully When the interest groups rfresent their views and
n4pcenclations.

After they have been presented; review the recommendations, with
the assistance of the teacher.

Identify the following:
1. Similar recommdations.
2. Recommendations not within the Wild Horse & BUrro Act.
3. Recommendations not within the Act, which would require

Congressional. action to amend the law. .. , . _

,
After review; have the manager announce. yosur group. decision.

Data
=aft

ta Sheik
Group

OA "WHINNY"--:Wild Horse
& Burro Association.

,
.

You are members of a nonprofit national organization of 15,000
members coMposed primarily of .adults and .students. 'Approximately
.661percent of the meMbers live in the 6st.- .

Your groUp has an active inteest in BLM's :wild horse_and burro
management programs. You represent the local and state chapter.

"WHINNY" believes that , all wild hinses and burros' should be
protected from harassment, injury ordeath with strqnge'nforcernent
.of the Wild Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act (Fq!"92:495).

You have the string oeinion- that "wild horses apd brros come first",
and you are critical of the BLM domestic liverstock grazing policy.



4

"XYZ coal Company"
you work for a small lo41 company which is preiently developing
coal deposits on public lanOs'in the same area where wild horses exist.

Your company is very con rned with improving its -public image on
environmental-problems nd developing good public relations with
the local community.

However; the area being discussed has coal deposits important to wur
company's survival.

Data
Group Recreation, Inc."

You i-tEi-present a group of off; road vehicle:users annportsmen who
have banded together to express their interests in local problems,

;..issues and politics. .*.

'Off-road vehicle userse Concerned that BLM"wild horse policy will
not allow them, to use public lands for recreational Programs.

.,
Sportsmeri are concerned about access to public lands; and4eterior-
ation of the' range that may decreaSe wildlife, and affect liunting-
opportunitieS:%



raDatat #5 :,,LivestaCk Association'*
.

Your group is a strong. state organization representing cattle and
sheep sanchers. ABC Cattle and Sheep Company is a member.

Your association' is concerned with the BLM livestock grazing policy
and the possibilities of'the toss of grazing licenses.

Many members have had problems with wildlife and wild horses using
the range and grazing on their adjoining private lands.-

4%,

--ABC d'att le Company ln.ds are not fenced; and they are-conCetned
about loss of grazing priVileges on public lands due to increase-of wild
horse populatiOns.

it.

r.

DataGshr7Pet #6\-"Green Earth Club
7.

Youqroup is a nonprofit, regiong.'qnvironmental organization of
5,000 members concerned with local; regional and special environ-..
mentalt-Troblems.

You',.1.1-ave' a gaotl working relations-hip with local and natin4
environniental groups.

-

You are concerned with environmental .deterioration, "unplanned
growth, and expansion of local comm.:1'11'1es; and destruction of

.eCologicttl balances in critical areas.

"Green,Earth" his both supported and -opposed BLM on certain
program isskteq.. v



It .is suggested that the final lesson be devoted-,tb a wrap-up'.
:, discussion and/or a choice of the following:

.kuggested Activity: "Wild Horse Art"
students make.a mural (or individual art work) using wild'

hOrssand/or-buri.os as their subject. Encourage them to incor-
pofate new 'ideas or facts they have learned in their illustrations.

-I..'
Suzieged Attivity: "Ciriquain".
A ciriqualn-js a form of. poetry usuallyhaving five lines, which
'describe how a person feels about-.a ,ertain subject. 2

,

thstruCt :students to think about .wild horses,- where they live,.

theii'dallY lives. Using .their imagination,' have them:

Narrie their wild .hOrse (or burrol.
Write two deicriptive words about him.
1/I/rite three action wordS about him.

* Describe the horse's relationship to his environment.
Sum up your feelings about wild horses in one word...:

Students should ten read their poems to themselves; and then
randomly share th'em viith thd class. They might also be-displayed
on the bulletin board. . ,

Both of these suggested activities will "serve as a measure for the
teacher to 'evaluate progress from the previous lessons.

0.-/

yyf e
.43. Some teachers may wish to employ a more conventional method'

of testing for evaluation'. Brief, objective ques0ohs Might include:

1. Where do will horses (burros) come tiorn?
2. How many are there?

3. Which State has the most?
...

4. Where 65 they live? Describe their environment.

5. What are basic needs of w,ild hopes {burros)?

6. What other living things are found in the same habitat with3
wild hcoe$ (burros)?

7. Name other uses of wild horse and burro 'areas. How:do they
.3.

. -

relate to each Other?

8. What does animal management *lean? Why is it necessary?
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. Name some problems of wild horses burros).... .

40-.;:. How can-these problems be solved?

,describ.-how wild. horseg tburros) are managed.

1!..:,:l.iyhat'd;:* the future hold for wild hbrses (burros) and publi

Now, you haVelre6ied yopr 'Students to meefithe establishedle arninj
objectives of ihis ckage, "America's Wily

Horses--Fitting em n ..."

:o

s
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